Strain localization and resulting plasticity and failure play an important role in the evolution of the lithosphere. These phenomena are commonly modeled by Stokes flows with viscoplastic rheologies. The nonlinearities of these rheologies make the numerical solution of the resulting systems challenging, and iterative methods often converge slowly or not at all. Yet accurate solutions are critical for representing the physics. Moreover, for some rheology laws, aspects of solvability are still unknown. We study a basic but representative viscoplastic rheology law. The law involves a yield stress that is independent of the dynamic pressure, referred to as von Mises yield criterion. Two commonly used variants, perfect/ideal and composite viscoplasticity, are compared. We derive both variants from energy minimization principles, and we use this perspective to argue when solutions are unique. We propose a new stress-velocity Newton solution algorithm that treats the stress as an independent variable during the Newton linearization but requires solution only of Stokes systems that are of the usual velocity-pressure form. To study different solution algorithms, we implement 2D and 3D finite element discretizations, and we generate Stokes problems with up to 7 orders of magnitude viscosity contrasts, in which compression or tension results in significant nonlinear localization effects. Comparing the performance of the proposed Newton method with the standard Newton method and the Picard fixed-point method, we observe a significant reduction in the number of iterations and improved stability with respect to problem nonlinearity, mesh refinement, and the polynomial order of the discretization.
Introduction
Numerical simulations are important for understanding models of lithosphere dynamics over long time scales. These models are often non-Newtonian and include nonlinear mechanisms that can initiate norm faults [16, 28] , strike-slip faults [29] , and shear zones for subduction [21, 18] through strain localization. This is commonly achieved by incorporating a form of frictional plasticity [23, 7] . The transition from viscous to plastic behavior is controlled by stress-limiting techniques using a yield stress, whose value commonly depends on temperature and (lithostatic) pressure. The resulting nonlinear models take the form of incompressible Stokes equations and require numerical approximations of their solutions that have to be sufficiently accurate to reflect reality. Obtaining accurate numerical solutions of models with plasticity is computationally challenging, however, because of the nonlinearities in the resulting systems [30, 5, 22, 15] . For instance, it can be difficult to obtain converged solutions where the (nonlinear) residual of the system has been reduced sufficiently. Moreover, these solutions strongly depend on the discretization, such as the refinement of the computational mesh.
In this paper, we study the solvability of viscoplastic Stokes flow in theory and with numerical experiments. Our main contribution is the development of nonlinear iterative methods with fast convergence that are, in addition, robust with respect to the severe nonlinearities of viscoplastic rheologies and problem discretizations. By solvability we refer to the existence of a unique solution of the flow problem; and convergence in this context means the rate of reduction of the (nonlinear) residual per iteration. While a plethora of models exist that involve plasticity, we focus on a moderately complex but representative and challenging rheological relation that switches from viscous to plastic flow at a yield stress. The considered yield stresses may vary spatially but do not depend on the dynamic pressure and thus not on the flow solution. The resulting law is sometimes referred to as von Mises rheology. This law can be generalized in multiple directions, such as to models that include elasticity, which naturally introduces a time scale and thus requires time stepping. The resulting systems exhibit solvability properties similar to problems without elasticity, but they tend be computationally less challenging and therefore converge to a solution sufficiently fast using standard nonlinear solvers [5] . Another generalization of viscoplastic models is to problems where the yield stress depends on the dynamic pressure that is part of the unknown solution, also called Drucker-Prager models [30, 22] . While these models are theoretically and computationally more complicated, they share several challenges with von Mises plasticity models, where the yield stress is independent of the solution.
The available iterative methods for nonlinear Stokes problems can be roughly divided into two categories: Picard-type or fixed-point methods and Newton-type methods. It is well documented that Picard methods for nonlinear Stokes equations can be slow to converge and may result in poorly approximated numerical solutions, even after hundreds of iterations. Convergence typically degrades with the "severity" of the nonlinearity, and rheologies involving plasticity are particularly difficult because of their nonsmoothness. Thus, in recent years, researchers have been forced either to use simpler rheology laws or to consider more complex Newton-type or combined Picard-Newton methods [30, 8, 14, 5] . In each iteration of a Newtontype method a linearized system of equations is solved numerically to compute a so-called Newton step, which subsequently improves a current numerical approximation of the nonlinear system's solution. The derivation and implementation of the linearized system require derivatives/Jacobians, which can potentially capture the nonlinear behavior better than Picard methods can, leading to faster convergence. For the viscoplastic rheologies we target, however, standard Newton methods still exhibit slow convergence, which worsens with finer computational meshes. Therefore, to advance the body of research on nonlinear methods for geophysical flows, we propose a novel Newton-type method that requires solution of Newton linearizations of the same computational complexity as standard Newton methods have, and with similar properties, but that demonstrates significantly improved convergence properties. We also derive structural properties of non-Newtonian viscoplastic flow models that we consider relevant for geodynamics. In particular, we show that underlying two commonly used laws for viscoplasticity is a minimization problem. This, in turn, provides a path to solvability, where we show the uniqueness of the solutions by arguing that they correspond to the unique minimizers of a strictly convex energy functional.
The overall time to solution for a nonlinear Stokes problem comprises the time for iterations of the nonlinear solver and for solution of the linearized systems in each nonlinear step. Hence, linear iterative methods and preconditioners for large-scale computational geophysics are important and rich research topics. The development and implementation of fast and scalable parallel linear solvers for three-dimensional Stokes problems have been addressed by us [24, 25, 14, 27] and other researchers [19, 8, 20] . In this paper, however, we focus on nonlinear solvers and refer the reader to the above literature for numerically solving the linearized systems. We present the governing equations in Section 2 and show how a viscoplastic flow problem can be derived from energy minimization principles. In Section 3 we discuss what this implies for the uniqueness of solutions and the need for regularization. Section 4 presents iterative Newton-type algorithms, including our novel modified Newton algorithm, in which we treat the stress as an independent variable in the Newton linearization but still solve a system only in the standard velocity-pressure variables. We use two-and three-dimensional benchmark problems presented in Section 5 to numerically study solution features and to compare the convergence properties of the proposed solution method with existing approaches. The results of these comparisons are presented in Section 6.
Governing Equations
We consider nonlinear incompressible Stokes equations on a domain Ω ⊂ R d , d = 2, 3, given by
where u and p are the velocity and pressure fields, respectively; the right-hand side volumetric force is denoted by f ; and the effective viscosity, µ, may depend on the pressure as well as on the second invariant of the strain rate tensorε ii := ( 1 2ε :ε) 1/2 , where ":" represents the inner product of second-order tensors andε := 1 2 (∇u + ∇u T ) is the strain rate tensor. We assume that (1) is complemented with appropriate boundary conditions that, in particular, do not allow for arbitrary shifts or rotations in the velocity field. For the discussions in this paper, we further assume that µ = µ(u), that is, the viscosity does not depend on the (dynamic) pressure. Instead, we focus on a nonsmooth strain-rate dependent constitutive relation that includes a yield stress, sometimes called the von Mises criterion [32, 30] . In particular, we consider two effective viscosity laws for viscoplastic flow,
These constitutive relations incorporate plastic yielding with yield stress τ y > 0 and a reference viscosity µ r > 0. Additionally, (2a) incorporates a lower bound on the viscosity µ ≥ 0, which plays a role in showing that solutions with (2a) are unique. Both the reference viscosity and the yield stress can be functions of x.
In geophysical applications, µ r may depend on a spatially varying temperature field, and the yield stress may depend on both temperature and pressure. We refer to (2a) as ideal and to (2b) as composite rheology for von Mises viscoplasticity. The composite rheology law is sometimes preferred because it avoids the pointwise min-function and thus has better differentiability properties. Note that µ c can also be written as a scaled harmonic mean, namely, µ c (u) = (2ε ii /τ y + 1/µ r ) −1 , showing the relation between (2b) and (2a). As part of this paper, we will also discuss theoretical and practical differences between these two laws.
Next, we illustrate that (2a) and (2b) model a viscoplastic fluid with the von Mises yield criterion; in other words, they model a fluid with a yield stress. Let us first consider (2a), and introduce the stress tensor τ := 2 min (τ y /(2ε ii ), µ r )ε, which allows us to write (1a) in the form
The definition of τ implies that the second invariant of the stress tensor satisfies
Hence, τ ii is bounded by the yield stress, and if µ = 0, (2a) models a von Mises rheology with either constant or spatially varying (e.g., depth-dependent) yield stress. The parameter µ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter that plays an important role in proving uniqueness of a solution of (1) with (2a). Let us now consider the composite rheology model (2b), which is commonly used in geophysical applications. Defining the viscous stress tensor as τ := 2µ cε , one can easily show that the second invariant of the corresponding strain rate tensor satisfies τ ii ≤ τ y ; that is, it is again bounded by the yield stress.
The rheologies (2a) and (2b) can be generalized in several directions. One straightforward generalization is to make µ r a function ofε ii , modeling non-Newtonian behavior in addition to the one caused by the yield stress. For instance, polynomial shear thinning is commonly used in mantle or ice flow [31, 13] models. The results in this paper can be generalized to these cases, and the only reason we do discuss models that incorporate both shear thinning and yielding is clarity of presentation. In our mantle flow simulation models [24, 25] , we combine these two rheological phenomena, generalizing the approach presented in this paper. If the yield stress depends on the pressure, the effective viscosity laws (2a) and (2b) are known as Drucker-Prager rheologies.
Optimization Formulation
Here, we characterize the solutions to the incompressible Stokes equations with either (2a) or (2b) as minimizers of an appropriately chosen energy functional. The analogous result for the linear Stokes equations is well known [1] , namely, that the linear Stokes solution minimizes a quadratic viscous energy functional over a space of sufficiently regular divergence-free vector functions. For simplicity, here we assume that the Stokes systems are combined with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the entire boundary of the Figure 1 : Sketch of functions ϕ i and ϕ c for ideal and composite viscoplasticity, respectively, as defined in (5) . The function ϕ i consists of a quadratic and a linear piece, which are joined at σ = τ y /(2µ r ). Both functions approach a slope of 2τ y as σ → ∞.
domain ∂Ω. Other boundary conditions, such as free-slip conditions, can be used as long as they eliminate the null space of the Stokes operator, that is, exclude translations or rotations from the solution space [6] .
To state the energy functional for the Stokes problem (1) and (2), we first define continuously differentiable functions ϕ : R ≥0 → R representing ideal and composite viscoplasticity as follows:
where as before we assume µ r , τ y > 0. Graphs of these functions are given in Figure 1 for illustration. We consider the energy minimization
where ϕ can be either ϕ i or ϕ c . In the former case, in which we consider the function corresponding to the ideal law (5a), we assume µ ≥ 0. In the case in which we consider the composite rheology function ϕ = ϕ c , we always assume µ = 0 such that the quadratic term in Φ(·) vanishes. The minimization in (6) is over all divergence-free functions u ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) d . Here, the function space H 1 0 (Ω) d contains square-integrable functions that have square-integrable derivatives and that (for simplicity) satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω.
Next, we compute the first-order necessary conditions for (6) , that is, the conditions a minimizer of (6) must satisfy. For that purpose, we use an arbitrary divergence-free velocity v ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) d that satisfies the same homogeneous boundary condition as u. Recall that the variation ofε u ii with respect to u in a direction v is given by
Here and in the following, δ u denotes the variation with respect to u. We use superscripts forε andε ii to emphasize which velocity field they correspond to, for instance,
. For the variation of Φ at u in direction v, using the chain rule and (7), we obtain
Taking the derivatives of (5a) and (5b), we have
we obtain for the integrands in Equation (8) ϕ
Hence, the necessary optimality condition, δ u Φ(u)(v) = 0 for all admissible v, is the variational form of the the strong form of the Stokes problem (1), (2) . The strong form can be recovered using integration by parts and the fact that v is arbitrary and by introducing the pressure as a Lagrange multiplier for the divergence-free condition [1] . Note that the optimization functional (6) is convex, which makes it useful for arguing existence and uniqueness of solutions. In particular if µ > 0, the Stokes problem (1) and (2), combined with appropriate boundary conditions, has a unique solution since the energy functional Φ in (6) is strictly convex. While for µ = 0 existence of solutions can be argued, they are not necessarily unique. Additionally, since the Stokes solution corresponds to a minimum of Φ, this energy functional can also be used in a line search procedure to guarantee descent (and thus convergence) of iterative methods for nonlinear systems, such as a Newton or Picard method.
Standard and Stress-Velocity Newton Methods
Common methods for solving nonlinear systems of equations of the form (1) are the Picard fixed-point method and Newton's method, or combinations thereof [24, 8, 19, 5, 9, 30] . As discussed in the preceding section, these iterative methods can be seen either as solving the nonlinear Stokes equations (1) or as minimizing the energy functional (6) . Both iterative approaches are summarized next. In all derivations in this section we use an unspecified (convex) function ϕ as in (6), but we then detail the expressions for ideal viscoplasticity ϕ = ϕ i in Table 1 and for composite viscoplasticity ϕ = ϕ c in Table 2 .
Picard and standard Newton methods
The Picard fixed-point iteration for (1) and (2) starts with an initial guess (u 0 , p 0 ) for velocity and pressure and, given an iterate (u k−1 , p k−1 ), computes the next iterate (u k , p k ) for k = 1, 2, . . . as solution to
where the second invariantε
is computed from the (k − 1)st iterate. Note that the new iterate depends only on the previous velocity and not on the pressure since the pressure variable enters linearly acting as the Lagrange multiplier for enforcing the divergence-free condition. The Picard fixed-point method requires, in each iteration, the solution of one linear Stokes equation with spatially varying but isotropic viscosity. It typically converges from any initialization (u 0 , p 0 ) to the nonlinear solution but often exhibits an at most linear convergence rate. In practice, convergence can be slow, in particular in the presence of significantly nonlinear or nonsmooth viscosity laws such as (2) .
An alternative to the Picard iteration is Newton's method, which, starting from an initial velocitypressure pair (u 0 , p 0 ), computes iterates by first solving the linear Newton system for the Newton update (ũ,p):
where for simplicity we use the notation
.
(12c) This is followed by the Newton update with step length α ≤ 1:
which for α = 1 amounts to a so-called full Newton step. In (12a), I is the 4th-order identity tensor, and "⊗" is the outer product between two (second-order) strain rate tensors. In the derivation of (12a), we have used the identity (a : b)c = (b ⊗ c)a for second-order tensors a, b, c. The right-hand sides of the Newton system, r
k−1 and r (2) k−1 , are the nonlinear residuals of the momentum (1a) and mass (1b) equations, respectively, computed with the (k − 1)st iterate. Each Newton iteration requires the solution of a linear Stokes equation with a 4th-order anisotropic tensor coefficient in place of the viscosity. Note that the 4th-order tensor is symmetric and positive semidefinite. The latter can be seen directly for ϕ = ϕ i and ϕ = ϕ c (see Tables 1 and 2) but also follows from the convexity properties of the objective (6) . If ϕ = ϕ c , the 4th-order tensor in (12) is positive definite, and thus this Newton linearization has a unique solution. If ϕ = ϕ i , then this tensor is only semidefinite; but then assuming that µ > 0 guarantees that the Newton system has a unique solution.
Note that the Picard method is a special case of Newton's method. It arises from the Newton system (12) by first eliminating the higher-order derivatives, that is, setting the scaling factor of the anisotropic component to zero, ψ(ε ii ) = 0, and, in addition, by substituting (ũ,p) in (12) using the update from (13) with α = 1, which together yields
Recognizing that the negative residuals on the right-hand side are formed from the momentum and mass equations evaluated at the (k − 1)st iterate, we obtain the Picard system as in Equation (11). As we will find in our numerical tests and as documented in the literature, Picard iterations can exhibit better robustness compared with Newton's method for certain nonlinear problems. To be able to still take advantage of Newton's faster convergence locally near the solution, a number of Picard iterations usually are run before switching to Newton's method [30, 19] . There is, however, no systematic way to determine at which iteration to switch from Picard to Newton, and one is left with heuristics from trial and error.
The next section presents an alternative Newton linearization, where we aim to combine the robustness of Picard's method with the local fast convergence of Newton's method. To achieve this in a systematic fashion, we require the solution of a modified system that has a structure wsimilar to that of the standard approach (12) in each iteration.
A stress-velocity Newton method
Here, we present an alternative formulation of the nonlinear Stokes problem (1) and (2) , which leads to a modified Newton algorithm. This formulation is motivated by the optimization formulation (6) and results on primal-dual Newton methods in rather different application areas such as total-variation image denoising [2, 11] , linear elasticity problems with friction and plasticity [12, 10] or Bingham fluids [4] . Initially, we introduce an independent variable for the viscous stress tensor as in (3) and use the fact that the following two conditions are equivalent:
Note that this equivalency holds as ϕ (ε u ii )/2ε u ii = 2µ(u) > 0 provided that the second invariant of the strain rate of u is finite. The resulting stress-velocity formulation for the unknowns (u, p, τ ) is derived by substitution of (14) into (1) and adding (14) as a new equation:
Before computing the linearization of the full nonlinear system (15) , note that only Equation (15c) is nonlinear, for which we introduce the notation
To compute directional derivatives of G with respect to (u, τ ), we denote the corresponding variations by (ũ,τ ) and use (7) to obtain
Therefore, the linearization of the full nonlinear system (15) is
where the negative nonlinear residual of the momentum (15a), mass (15b), and stress (15c) equations are on the right-hand side of the Newton system denoted by r (1) , r (2) , and G(u, τ ), respectively. Next, we eliminate (18c) from the Newton system (18) by isolating
where "⊗" again denotes the outer product between two second-order tensors and ψ(·) is defined as in (12c). Substitution ofτ in Equation (19) into (18a) eliminates (18c) and yields the following reduced Newton system (at Newton iteration k):
Thus, in order to compute the full Newton step (ũ,p,τ ), only the reduced system (20) needs to be solved for (ũ,p) numerically, which amounts to the same computational complexity as computing the step of the standard Newton linearization (12) . This is a key property of our stress-velocity Newton formulation because the overall time to (nonlinear) solution of the two Newton linearizations can simply be compared by counting the number of Newton iterations. After the numerical solution of (20) for (ũ,p) is available, one can, thanks to (19) , evaluateτ
The computational cost of this evaluation is negligible compared with the cost of one linear solve. Next, we ask whether the modified Newton step (20) is always guaranteed to have a unique solution. Since we introduced the additional stress variable τ during the linearization, we have lost the direct connection to an optimization problem and thus cannot use convexity arguments for an appropriate objective function. Comparing the modified Newton step (20) with the standard Newton step (12) , however, we find that the only difference is the replacement of
Since the second invariant of the left tensor above is bounded by 1, we aim at ensuring that the second invariant of the corresponding tensor in the stress-velocity formulation is also bounded by 1. This is the case provided that τ ii ≤ τ y , namely, that the stress tensor satisfies the yield stress bound. Note that this inequality is automatically satisfied when G(u, τ ) = 0, according to (4) . Unfortunately, this does not hold generally. Thus, we ensure this by modifying the term involving the stress in (20a) by scaling it and using a symmetrized form of the 4th-order tensor. This rescaling is of the form
Combined with the symmetrization, this results in replacinġ
This modification to the stress-velocity Newton problem makes the algorithm a quasi-Newton method; this means that the exact derivative matrix is replaced with an approximation. Upon convergence of the algorithm, however, the modification (23) becomes smaller since in the limit, G(u, τ ) → 0, Equation (14) must hold. This implies that, in the limit, the second invariant of the stress tensor is bounded by the yield stress and that the stress tensor is a multiple of the strain tensor and thus the influence of the symmetrization in (23) decreases. Since upon convergence the modifications vanish, we can expect to recover fast Newtontype convergence close to the solution. Note that similar modifications for primal-dual Newton methods, applied to rather different problems, are also discussed in [2, 11, 12, 10, 4] .
Moreover, note that when τ = 0, (20) simply takes the form of the Picard fixed-point method. Since Picard is known to be stable and also to converge rapidly at the beginning (i.e., far from the solution), τ = 0 is a good initialization. After initial iterations, the stress-velocity Newton method becomes increasingly similar and eventually converges to the standard Newton method. This can be seen by replacing τ k−1 in (20a) by ϕ (ε
)ε u k−1 following the definition of the stress tensor (14) . This identity is satisfied upon convergence of G(u, τ ) → 0.
Summary of methods for ideal and composite viscoplasticity
We summarize the methods developed above and specify the algorithmic steps for the ideal and composite rheological laws. For this purpose, we first collect derivatives of the functions ϕ i and ϕ c :
The Picard, standard Newton, and stress-velocity Newton problems are summarized in Table 1 for ideal viscoplasticity and in Table 2 for composite viscoplasticity. In these tables, the Picard method is written 
Stress-velocity Newton: 
Standard Newton:
Stress-velocity Newton:
−∇ · 2µ r τ y 2µ rε directly for the new iterate (u k , p k ), whereas the Newton methods are written for the updates (ũ,p); then the iterate (u k , p k ) is computed as (u k , p k ) = (u k−1 , p k−1 ) + α(ũ,p) with a step length α that is usually equal to or less than 1. After computing the stress-velocity Newton update, the corresponding stress update is found by using (21) . In the stress-velocity Newton updates, the term involving τ k−1 is modified as shown in (23) to ensure solvability of the stress-velocity Newton step.
Test Problems and Implementation
In this section, we present the test problems we use to study our algorithms and summarize the discretizations and implementations. Note that in the test problems described below we use dimensional units, but our implementation uses rescaled quantities. In particular, the parameters in Example 1: Two-layer compressional notch problem The first problem is taken from [30] and can also been found in other publications [15, 9, 8] . The domain is a rectangle with dimensions 120 km × 30 km. The fluid consists of a viscoplastic upper layer of thickness 22.5 km with reference viscosity µ 1 and yield stress τ y and an isoviscous lower layer with constant viscosity µ 2 . A notch with the same viscosity as in the lower layer is introduced in the upper layer. Heterogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in the normal direction are enforced on the left and right boundaries, u · n = −u 0 , and free-slip conditions are assumed on the bottom boundary, and thus u · n = 0. All remaining boundary conditions are homogeneous Neumann conditions, and the volume force is f = 0 everywhere. Figure 2 shows the second invariant of the strain rate of solutions with the composite von Mises rheology. These should be compared with Fig. 6 in [30] . We use this problem to study the difference in the solutions computed with ideal and composite rheology, as well as the convergence behavior of the different algorithms we propose in this paper. Unless otherwise specified, we use the parameters u 0 = 2.5 mm/yr, µ 1 = 10 24 Pa s, µ 2 = 10 21 Pa s, µ = 10 19 Pa s (for ideal rheology) and τ y = 10 8 Pa s. The mesh we used for this problem is the same as in [30] . It resolves the notch and consists of 36,748 triangles.
Example 2: Circular inclusion problem The second test problem is similar to one found in [5] , where it is used as a test for viscoelastoplastic flow. The domain is a 4 km × 2 km rectangle with a circular inclusion (radius 0.1 km) located in the center. The domain excluding the circular inclusion has a reference viscosity µ 1 and yield stress τ y , and the circular inclusion has a constant viscosity µ 2 . Neumann boundary conditions are applied at the top boundary; Dirichlet boundary conditions for the normal velocity component are enforced otherwise. The left and the right boundary conditions are u · n = −u 0 , resembling lateral compression of the domain, and the bottom is u · n = u 0 /2. The volume force f is 0 everywhere. In Figure  3 , we show the second invariant fields for a problem where the viscosity contrast between the background and the inclusion is 10 7 . To resolve this extreme difference, we use a mesh that is significantly refined in and around the inclusion, as shown on the left in Figure 4 . We use this setup to study the convergence behavior of our algorithms. For this example, unless otherwise specified, we use parameters u 0 = 1.0 mm/yr, Example 3: 3D compressional notch problem The third test problem is a three-dimensional variant of Example 1. The domain is a 120 km × 60 km × 30 km rectangular box, which has a viscoplastic upper layer with reference viscosity µ 1 and yield stress τ y and an isoviscous lower layer with constant viscosity µ 2 . Generalizing the setup from [30] used in Example 1, we introduce in the upper layer a Y-shaped notch (see the top view in Figure 4 , right) with constant viscosity µ 2 . At the left and right sides, we enforce inflow boundary conditions, u · n = −u 0 , and at the fore, aft, and bottom boundaries we use u · n = 0 Dirichlet boundary conditions. At the top and for tangential velocities we apply homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, and the volume force is f = 0 everywhere. With this test problem, we study the behavior of our algorithms for three-dimensional problems, their scalability, and their behavior when used in combination with adaptive mesh refinement of nonconforming hexahedral meshes. The parameters are the same as in Example 1, namely, u 0 = 2.5 mm/yr, µ 1 = 10 24 Pa s, µ 2 = 10 21 Pa s, and τ y = 10 8 Pa s. Note that in this example, the edges/faces of mesh elements are not aligned parallel to the boundary of the notch as they were in the examples before. Instead, we use a smooth transition from the reference viscosity µ 1 of the upper layer to the viscosity µ 2 of the notch and lower layer. This is carried out by first calculating the (shortest) distance d between a mesh point and the interface and assigning the reference viscosity of the upper layer to be µ 2 + (µ 1 − µ 2 ) exp −1000d 2 . This rapidly varying but smooth reference viscosity allows us to represent the physics of the Stokes problem with a sufficiently refined mesh. Moreover, along with solving the nonlinear equations, we adaptively refine the mesh in between Newton iterations and thus resolve viscosity gradients that are introduced through the nonlinear rheology.
We now briefly summarize the discretization and implementation we use for our computational results. While the development of efficient and scalable solvers and preconditioners for (linearized) Stokes problems is an interesting and active field of research, here we focus on the behavior of the nonlinear iterations and give only a brief summary of the computational methods used. We discretize the Stokes equations using stable finite element pairings for the velocity and pressure variables. Note that one could use different (stable or stabilized) finite element pairings from those used here, or even different discretization methods such as staggered finite differences [3] .
For the two-dimensional problems, unless stated otherwise, we use standard Taylor-Hood elements on triangular grids [6] and discontinuous linear finite elements for the stress variable. Our two-dimensional implementation [26] is based on the open source finite element library FEniCS [17] and thus uses weak forms and numerical quadrature to compute finite element matrices. We found it beneficial to the convergence of iterative methods (in particular, Newton-type methods) to increase the numerical quadrature order, for example to 10. Doing so results in small quadrature errors and thus accurately approximated weak forms. These are important when linearization is done on the weak form level (as in FEniCS), to avoid having linearization and quadrature interfere and small numerical errors spoil the fast local convergence of Newton-type methods. Even with lower quadrature, however, we find good convergence but usually observe suboptimal convergence close to the solution. The linear problems arising in each Newton step are solved with a direct solver. To compute an appropriate step length for the Newton updates, we check whether the optimization objective in (6) decreases, and we reduce the step length if this is not the case. We compared using the optimization objective with using the nonlinear residual in this step length criterion and found that the two methods behave similarly.
For the three-dimensional problem, we use Q 2 × P disc 1 elements on nonconforming hexahedral meshes [6, 27] . The dual stress variable is treated pointwise at quadrature nodes and not approximated by using finite elements. This implementation builds on our previously developed scalable parallel software framework [27, 25] . To solve the (large) linear systems that arise, we use an iterative Krylov method with a block preconditioner for the Stokes system, which entails a Schur complement preconditioner. The viscous block in the Stokes system and components in our Schur complement preconditioner are amenable to multigrid methods. Hence, we have developed a hybrid (geometric and algebraic) multigrid method for adaptive meshes [27, 25] . For these three-dimensional problems, the step length for the Newton update is found by checking descent in the nonlinear residual. The next section discusses qualitative properties of the solutions to the test problems and compares the convergence of the algorithms from Section 4.
Numerical Results
In this section, we study the performance of our algorithms for the two-and three-dimensional test problems described above. We also study the differences in the solutions resulting from using the ideal and the composite viscoplastic rheology laws, and we numerically verify the energy minimization properties of Stokes solutions derived in the preceding sections.
Comparison between ideal and composite plasticity
First, we compare the solution structure obtained with (2a) and (2b), the ideal and the composite von Mises rheology laws, respectively. Figures 6 and 7 show the second invariants of the strain rates for Example 1 when solved by using these two variants of combining the yield and reference viscosities. As illustrated in Figure 1 and as discussed previously in in Appendix C of [30] , the composite rheology law can be considered as a regularization of the ideal plasticity due to a smooth transition between yielding and reference viscosity. Since the composite viscosity is always below the ideal viscosity, it leads to smaller strain rates in the solutions, as demonstrated in Figures 6 and 7 . This difference in magnitude appears to be stronger for the problem with depth-dependent von Mises rheology (Figure 7) . Additionally, the shape of the fault zone differs slightly, in particular close to the notch; and the second invariant of the strain rate is smoother for the composite rheology. This is, again, likely a consequence of the smooth way the yield viscosity is combined with the reference viscosity in the composite rheology law. This comparison shows that the definition of the viscoplastic rheology may impact the magnitude and potentially the structure of the solution; thus the two models cannot be interchanged.
Results for three-dimensional problem
The results for Example 3, the three-dimensional version of the notch problem, are shown in Figure 5 . We observe a splitting of the symmetric V-shaped faults from Example 1 into thinner W-shaped faults due to the shape of the notch between the upper and the lower layer. Figure 5 (bottom left) shows the adaptively refined mesh used for the computation. Starting with a coarse uniform mesh, we refine the mesh seven times in between Newton iterations. As the refinement criterion, we use the average second invariant of the strain rate inside an element, 1 |Ωe| Ωeε ii (x)dx, where |Ω e | is the volume of element e. The same figure also depicts the velocity field at the nonlinear solution, which shows that the central region is uniformly lifted, with two lateral secondary uplift regions (green arrows) due to the secondary faults caused by the geometry of the notch. 
Nonlinear solver convergence
Next we study the convergence behavior of the different nonlinear iterative methods. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the convergence history for Examples 1, 2, and 3. First, we observe that all algorithms converge faster for the composite compared with the ideal rheology (red vs. blue curves in Figure 8 ). This result is likely due to the higher regularity of the composite rheology (2b) compared with the ideal rheology (2a), which involves the pointwise min-function. As is well documented in the literature, the Picard fixed-point method initially reduces the nonlinear residual rapidly but makes very slow progress in later iterations (see Figure  8 ), in particular for the highly nonlinear ideal rheology. The standard Newton method makes very slow progress initially until it reaches the "basin" of fast convergence, where it performs with the expected fast convergence. Furthermore the figure demonstrates that the stress-velocity Newton method converges rapidly for both types of viscoplastic laws (a factor of 2.5-5 fewer iterations than standard Newton), which is one of the key advantages of these novel nonlinear solvers. Note that the numerical results support the theoretical observation at the end of Section 4.2 that, if the stress variable is initialized with zero, the first iteration of stress-velocity Newton coincides with the first iteration of the Picard method. The main reason for the vastly different behavior between the standard Newton and the stress-velocity Newton method can be seen in Figures 9 and 10 . There, each of the right plots shows a drastic reduction of the step length for the standard Newton method in almost all iterations, while the stress-velocity Newton method mostly makes full steps of length 1. A heuristic explanation for this behavior is that by introducing the additional stress variable into the nonlinear Stokes problem and using the transformation (14), the system becomes "less" nonlinear. The results for Example 1 also show that while the nonlinear residual is not reduced monotonously, the energy objective (6) decreases monotonously (Figure 8, right) . Since the objective is used to check descent when using the Newton update, this shows that using the objective from the underlying optimization problem for descent might be superior to using the nonlinear residual because it allows larger steps.
Solver behavior under mesh refinement and increasing order
In particular for solving large-scale problems, it is crucial that iterations numbers are insensitive to the refinement of the mesh and also the polynomial degree. Thus, in the table in Figure 9 we study the behavior of the standard and stress-velocity Newton method for meshes with an increasing number of elements. As can be seen, the iteration number for the standard Newton method grows significantly, while the iteration number for the velocity-stress Newton method remains constant. A similar test, now for increasing the order of the discretizations while keeping the mesh fixed, is shown on the right of Figure 11 . We find that the convergence behavior for the stress-velocity Newton method does not change significantly when the polynomial order for the velocity discretization is increased from order k = 2 to k = 5, while the number of iterations increases with the polynomial order for the standard Newton method.
Conclusions
While viscoplastic rheologies are important for numerical models of the lithosphere, the resulting nonlinearity in the equations has been challenging for computational solutions. For viscoplastic rheologies where the yield stress does not depend on the dynamic pressure, we propose a novel Newton-type method in which we formally introduce an independent stress variable, compute the Newton linearization, and then use a Schur complement argument to eliminate the update for the stress variable from the Newton system. Hence, our method requires solving a sequence of linear Stokes problems that have the usual velocity-pressure unknowns. This method mostly allows one to take full unit length Newton update steps and thus converges significantly faster than the standard Newton method and the Picard method; and it is at least as fast as combined Picard-Newton methods, which require manual tuning and do not generalize well to different problem setups. We also observe that the number of iterations the method requires is independent of how fine the discretization is and which polynomial order is used to approximate velocity and pressure.
We also compare two von Mises rheology formulations: an ideal variant that uses a pointwise min-function and a composite variant that uses the harmonic mean and, therefore, has effective viscosities that always lie below the ideal variant. While the two variants are sometimes used interchangeably, we find that they lead to solutions of rather different magnitude. Because of the improved smoothness, all solution algorithms in : Convergence behavior of Example 2. Shown on the upper left is the residual reduction for standard and stress-velocity Newton for ideal (blue curves) and composite (red curves) rheologies. For ideal viscoplasticity, the lower viscosity bound µ is important for convergence of the standard Newton method. If it is reduced by a factor of 10, the line search fails after 65 iterations (the stress-velocity Newton method still converges). The upper right plot shows the update step sizes these methods take. Shown in the table is the number of iterations to reduce the nonlinear residual by 6 orders of magnitude as the mesh is refined; that is, the number of elements increases for the composite rheology. # of iteration nonlin. residual reduction k = 2, stress-vel N. k = 3, stress-vel N. k = 5, stress-vel N. k = 2, Newton k = 3, Newton k = 5, Newton Figure 11 : Tests with higher-order discretizations for Example 1 with composite rheology and parameters as detailed in Figure 8 . Shown on the left is the residual reduction using standard Taylor-Hood elements, namely, order k = 2 for the velocity and k − 1 for the pressure, but with different-order discontinuous elements to discretize the stress tensor τ . For the data run labeled " P disc 4 for τ +", stress-vel Newton is used initially and we switch to standard Newton after 4 orders of residual reduction. Shown on the right is the behavior of the standard and the stress-velocity Newton methods for higher-order Taylor-Hood discretizations, namely, order k for velocity and order k − 1 for the pressure. The stress tensor is always discretized with polynomials of k − 1. These runs use a coarser mesh consisting of 1,892 elements. our comparison converge faster for the composite than for the ideal rheology. Furthermore, we study the uniqueness of solutions pertaining to the two rheologies using variational energy minimization arguments. We find that problems with the composite rheology always have a unique solution, whereas problems with ideal von Mises viscoplasticity require a regularization to ensure that they have a unique solution. In Example 2, we find that this regularization parameter can also play a practical role for the convergence of the standard Newton algorithm; see Figure 9 .
Systematic study is needed to determine whether the novel methods can be extended to obtaining better converged solutions for rheologies with generalizations of the von Mises viscoplasticity, such as viscoelastoplasticity and rheologies where the yield stress depends on the dynamic pressure, also referred to as Drucker-Prager.
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